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Blackberry has taken the mobile market with a storm after introduction of some mindblowing models
recently. Blackberry Curve series are one of them. Ever since its launch it has left the customers
spellbound. Now, one can do a lot with a Blackberry Curve in their hands. Blackberry Curve is a
smart and sleek phone that is easily affordable and it is bundled with all latest features. Blackberry
Curve 8520 is the latest entry in the T-mobiles. This phone can easily satisfy all your expectations
and will give you ample opportunity to explore the various applications of Blackberry. This smart
phone has been designed innovatively.

The best introduction is the sensitive track-pad that is comparatively easier to use than the
conventional trackballs. With the introduction of the trackpad all the previous navigational problems
have been eliminated and now you can easily browse through the lists and menus. The Blackberry
Curve as the name implies is much rounder than the previous version of the same series the
Blackberry Tour. The rubber edge incorporating the camera key and the volume control has made
the usage easier. This rubberized grip also makes typing comfortable. The screen size is
approximately 2.4inches. The screen resolution is 320x420 which sufficient for displaying clear
images and videos.

The built-in browser of Blackberry enables web page presentation almost same as being displayed
in the computer screens. Through the zoom controls one can easily zoom in and out on the
webpage. The phone also offers Wi-Fi connectivity through which one can enjoy high speed web
browsing. The messaging features in Blackberry are excellent. It supports ten business and
personal e-mail accounts. One can access various messaging applications such as Google talk,
Yahoo Messenger, ICQ and Windows Live Messenger.

The QWERTY keyboard is equipped with easy to use controls that make typing very easy and one
can easily handle the long e-mails and business reports. Perhaps this is reason why this smart
phone is popular amongst entrepreneurs and young professional. Another technology that makes
this phone unique is the facility of making calls through T-Mobiles Hot-Spot service. Apart from this
one can utilize the service of wireless network for making calls.

Now you can turn your Blackberry Curve 8520 into a perfect camera and capture the moments with
ease. This 2-megapixel camera has a digital zoom and night mode feature. The multimedia controls
can be easily accessed through the controls present in the rubberized grip. So, now you donâ€™t need
to open the main menu and search for the multimedia options. Blackberry Curve 8520 is suitable for
those who love to capture images quickly. The wireless service for making calls is another
interesting feature that will surprise itâ€™s users. The price of this smartphone in India is approximately
Rs 9,999 only.
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